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Editorial - from the Cave - Wayne Stuart
Welcome to the third and final Messenger of 2021. We normally have 4 Messengers each year, but this year has been
a bit different, or didn’t you notice? In any case there has not been enough happening to justify the August effort. I
know I told you I was doing no more, but the need for what I see as a serious way of recording our history for posterity
both in hard copy and on our website has lifted me off my couch again.
As usual, the BIG thing is that I reissue all of the important bits contained in the various Monday Missives since the
last Messenger (6 months ago). This has two benefits, 1. it reminds you of the good things that have happened and
might entice some occasional members to visit a bit more often, and 2. it provides that permanent historical record.
Don’t forget that we are far from out of the woods yet. Keep observing the COVID safe practices at
the Shed. Don’t feel shy about ringing a mate for a chat, or, meeting for a coffee – it all helps!
ws

Editor

Message from your President – Peter Davidson
Boy, it’s great to be back at the Shed again – and the place is buzzing – literally!
Lawns mowed, grass trimmed, weeds pulled, new plants for the Bush Tucker Garden, concrete poured for post
footings and steps - progressing the Bob Nash terrace, more Montessori school trays made and varnished, Greater
Glider nest boxes constructed.
And, importantly, the cookie jar refilled!
The Gala re-opening BBQ and concert was a buzz and a great way of re-connecting.
There’s lots to do – more trays, heritage house gable reconstruction, Greater Glider nest box construction (ANU
want 120, so we are sharing making with the Hall Men’s Shed), getting on with the Bob Nash Terrace, a new mower
shed, more BTG planting, garden maintenance and lots of individual projects.
We will also be looking to organise an excursion or two now we are unlocked! All ideas and suggestions welcome!
There may also be a few working bees –to help out members who are facing various challenges and need some
assistance.
At our first Wednesday of the month morning tea this coming week (3 November) we are expecting the Greater
Glider research team from ANU to join us, with a talk by Jenna Ridley (PhD Scholar).
Our Shed Christmas party (with musical performances etc.) is planned for 4 December – partners welcome: more
news elsewhere.
Looking forward to the festive season and a more free and relaxed 2022. It will be wonderful to catch up with
friends and family in person.
I know it’s a bit early, but a very merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous New Year to all.
Stay safe and don’t hesitate to sing out if you need contact or support.
All the best
Peter Davidson, President

Message from the Workshop Manager – Roger Holgate
Welcome back from lockdown.
Anyone who has visited the shed since lockdown will have noticed that the entire place is a hive of activity, grass
freshly mown and gardens tidied, 100 trays under production for Montessori Pre School and 100 plus Silver Glider
boxes for the ANU in conjunction with Hall Men’s Shed. Not to mention plans under way for accommodation for the
new mower and the outdoor Patio area.
In the last Missive I made mention of the 600 plus Festool Domino Biscuits which we acquired from a deceased
member, considering them too valuable to dispose of I advertised them on Market Place to endeavour to find an
interested user. I struck “gold” and sold the lot to two people from Canberra and Melbourne grossing $135 less
$15.95 for postage, a much better deal than sending them to landfill.
We have a few items of reasonable value which are excess to our needs so here is a challenge for a few of you to
adopt a tool or piece of machinery and market it with the chance of selling for a much greater amount than could be
expected from a garage sale. Talk to me and I can show you what we have and discuss the approach.

We are well overdue for another workshop orientation session, but with all the current activity and Christmas
looming it may have to wait until the New Year. I know that we have lots of tools and bits and pieces that many of
you seem to be unaware of.
In the meantime please feel free to ask for any assistance or accreditation on a particular machine
or tool and enjoy your time in the workshop.
Roger.

Upcoming events of interest
3rd November First Wednesday Morning Tea event.
This one will be of great interest as the ANU PhD Student (Jenna Ridley) on her project to help rehabilitate the Greater
Glider after the 2019/20 fires.
With any luck, we might also see Richard Saxby to help him (at last!!) celebrate his 90th birthday which had to be
postponed in July due to the lockdown. The Committee has approved him being granted Life Membership and we
also have a gift for him crafted by Allan Carey. Richard is not well, so that visit might need to occur on a day that he
can make it – I will try to provide the latest planning as it emerges. If Wednesday doesn’t work out, then perhaps next
Saturday.
4 December – YVMS Christmas Party
We are still putting the finishing touches to the 2021 YVMS Chrissy Bash which will be catered by the local SPIN
Foundation again this year. Stand by for updates in Missives during November
But to get your expectation glands all fired up and on alert, here is a note from Keith (Shed Events Coordination
Secretary, Yass – aka SECSY) Chappell:

“Last year’s extravaganza will be surpassed only by this year’s Mega-production “Hidden Talent of the YVMS”
At least two new acts have been added to the program, as well as the percussion instruments* launched at the October Reopening.
There is always room on the play list for Walk-ups, so treat yourself to an afternoon of Music, Song, Poetry and General
Mayhem.
Keith”
(* one of which needed serious repair and reconstruction after Peter Davidson got a bit carried away during one of
Keith and Paul’s attempts at the Pride of Erin Waltz – Ed)

What’s happening right now??
ANU Project – Nest Boxes
You would not believe the smooth operation this nest box
building lark has become!
The place is humming with power tools, respectful
exchanges of views on problem solving, banter, jokes, insults
and great bursts of laughter.
I find I am regularly exhausted by it all and all I’m doing is
observing!

Montessori Project – Trays
Readers might recall that we have been asked by the local
Montessori school to make 100 small trays for the students
to use in their various activities. They will be needed when
the new school is ready and enrolments explode – probably
another 12 months.
The make of these trays is Trevor Cox, and, as you can tell,
he is turning them out so fast that it takes a Gaggle of
Gaugins (or, is it a Mob of Michelangelos? A Rabble of
Raphaels?) to keep up with the painting. Latest count is 35
have been completed.
Bob Nash Terrace
This project is coming along slowly, but inexorably. The
regular weather reversals here have contributed, not to
mention all the other stuff that is going on.
Recently, there has been a flurry of activity to start building
concrete steps from one end of the Terrace (here are the
boys feverishly mixing concrete. They also have dug four
quite deep foundation holes (down to solid ground
underneath all the fill) and made footings (including stirrups
for the four vertical posts that will support the structure.

JM’s JMs (Joe Morrissey’s Juicy Munchies)
Broad bean, mushroom and chorizo salad. Disclaimer: this recipe came from the “Healthy Mediterranean
Cookbook” so if you’re not into healthy eating ignore this recipe!
• 225g shelled broad beans
• 175g chorizo sausage
• 60ml extra virgin olive oil
• 225g mushrooms, sliced
• Handful of fresh chives
• Salt and ground black pepper.
1. Cook the broad beans in boiling salted water for about 7-8 minutes. Drain and refresh under cold water.
2. Skin the chorizo and cut it into small chunks. Heat the oil in a frying pan, add the chorizo and cook for 2-3
minutes. Tip the chorizo and oil into the mushrooms and mix well. Leave to cool. Chop half the chives. Stir the
beans and snipped chives into mushroom mixture. Season to taste. Serve at room temperature, garnished
with the remaining chives.

Items of interest taken from Monday Missives since the last Messenger
I have chosen items from the last 3 months that I think are milestones in our journey and a formal record of activity
and progress since the last Messenger. They are taken in monthly sequence – not in any order of priority or
importance.

19 May 2021

6 July 2021

2 August 2021
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YVMS Safety Message: Safety is the principal responsibility of ALL YVMS members
– YOU are responsible for yourself, your mate and the Shed. Please pay attention to all
our safety requirements – and, especially the ongoing COVID safe practices we require
in our Shed

A Word from the President
Challenging times for many YVMS members, with what looks like an extended period of Covid-19 restrictions in NSW
making visiting family and friends in Sydney and now SE Qld difficult if not impossible.
We have also had a pretty wet winter, with the ground saturated by rain over the past month or two. Grey and
drizzly again this morning, but yesterday afternoon (Saturday 31 July) was fine and mild – a great opportunity to get
out in the garden and go for a walk.
The magpies, fairy wrens and other birds are starting to celebrate the lengthening days and coming spring with
increased early morning song and activity; the jonquils are out and the camelias starting to bloom.
The YVMS Committee decided to take a cautious approach and shut the Shed early in the NSW/Sydney lockdown. As
the length of lockdown has extended, many of us are realising more and more how good getting together at the
Shed is for us.
I’m sure many YVMS members are itching to get to the Shed to meet up & share a tea, coffee or hot chocolate (and
biscuits/cake??!), progress various projects and get planting in the veggie patch and bush tucker garden.
I am wondering whether we could contemplate re-opening the Shed, provided a good majority (70%???) of
members attending the Shed were vaccinated, and thus protected from Covid 19 and also significantly less likely to
pass on the virus.
To pursue this possibility, we will be asking members who regularly or semi-regularly attend the Shed about their
Covid-19 vaccination status. Of course, while this information will be helpful to the Committee, members do not
have to divulge their vaccination status to us and if we decide to re-open the Shed, no member will be required to
prove they have been vaccinated to attend the Shed. On the other hand, if we cannot get the necessary
information, then we will be reluctant to reopen until NSW lifts all restrictions. Accordingly, let me reassure you that
your responses to the survey will be treated with utmost confidentiality and all email responses will be deleted
immediately. Only the statistics we derive on gross numbers of vaccinated members and the relevant percentage
will be used and held.
Apart from the outcome of that survey, I am also interested in the views of any Shed member regarding this
proposal – email me: pdavidsonyvms@gmail.com or phone me: 0439 931 579
Of course, if the Committee does decide that it is reasonably safe for members to re-open the Shed, QR code &
attendance book check in will be required, as will hand sanitizing, social distancing, face mask wearing, and other
Covid-safe practices and requirements will be adhered to.
If we open the Shed, we can also get on with some of the outdoor projects (as the ground dries out!) and have other
outdoor activities & working bees.
If you are feeling caged up, cut off, and at a loose end, how about getting your geographically-distant, Covid-isolated
& Grandad-deprived grandkids to search out & photograph dead frogs: https://theconversation.com/deadshrivelled-frogs-are-unexpectedly-turning-up-across-eastern-australia-we-need-your-help-to-find-out-why165176 Dr Jodi Rowley (Australian Museum) (email: calls@frogid.net.au)
Grandkids might also like to get involved with other fun citizen science projects through Zooinverse
(www.zooniverse.org): from classifying galaxies to observing penguins.
Keep warm, dry & well and enjoy the coming spring.

Peter Davidson
President

Artisan Timber
On Saturday 17 April 2021 a group of members led by Clarrie Schlunke cut up a sizeable fallen log at a Chris
Milligan’s property on the Lachlan Valley Way.
The timber from this log is red gum birdseye, with an interesting tortured grain with medullary rays fanning out from
the centre of the trunk and numerous borer holes and termite damage. This red gum birdseye is similar to a burl
that forms as a lumpy or warty growth on the trunk of many gum trees. Burls contain tough/hard twisted, compact
wood that forms when the tree’s growth hormones are disrupted by a virus, fungus or bacterium, which has invaded
the tree’s growing tissues. In this case, it appears that the roots or trunk of the red gum may have been infected
when the tree was very small, resulting in the whole of the trunk being affected and resulting in this interesting
birdseye grain.
Difficult, if not impossible to turn, but much of it can be made into small items, such as jewellery boxes and coasters
(as have been made by Clarrie), featuring the fascinating grain.
All you need is imagination … some patience … some care … and if you don’t have the skills, Clarrie or one of the
other craftsmen at the Shed would be happy to give you a few pointers.

Essential Maintenance
In early May, Ken Reedy and Ian Bluett carried out
some emergency plumbing to replace an old brass gate
valve on one of the Shed’s rainwater tanks. As a result,
we didn’t lose all the water in the rainwater tanks,
which will be needed to water vegetable gardens and
perhaps some of the bush tucker garden plants if we
have a dry summer – hard to imagine at the
moment! Excellent job Ken & Ian.
Another item of essential maintenance was carried out
recently by Roger Holgate and Tony Warren who
cleaned out the gutter along the rear of the workshop
– the gutter had become completely clogged and rain
was overflowing into the Shed! Well done guys!
Church Pew Restoration
David Campbell worked hard over a number of weeks in April and
May restoring an old church pew, which now is looking fantastic and
has (temporary?) pride of place in the smoko room.
Perhaps it will have pride of place on the Bob Nash Terrace when it
is finished.

Greater Glider Nest Boxes
Allan Carey, Ian Bluett, Tony Warren and Peter Davidson (with occasional help from David Campbell and Ray
Armour) spent much April and May constructing greater glider nest boxes for an Australian National University
research project in East Gippsland (Victoria) forest following the 2020 Black Summer bushfires.

Allan, Ian and Tony (hands & arms) stapling sides
together before final screwing.

Nest boxes with non-toxic fire-retardant painted on the
outside. A messy job!
Internal insulation with 10mm gap and 4mm ply lining. The
criss-cross cuts under the entry are to help little critters
(other than gliders) that get into the box to get out.
The 12 nest boxes consisted of 4 different designs (3 boxes
for each design). Each design had different amounts of wall
and roof insulation, while keeping the internal dimensions
identical in all 12 boxes. Some had 20mm thick insulation on
some walls, some with 40mm insulation, some with none.
This required varying the external dimensions … leading to
some confusions (and brain pain!), especially as the original
plans were not always correct and as the ANU researchers
made one or two design modifications on the run. The $500
donation from the ANU, was much appreciated, and well
earned!

Tony Warren and Ian Bluett … evidently pleased
(and surprised??) that the roof insulation fits!

The last screw!!!

You beauty! - Finished greater glider nest boxes
being picked up by Isabella Howard (“Izzy”),
(Honours student, ANU) on 1 June 2021.
Izzy will be carrying out a range of experiments to
test the effectiveness of the different insulation
designs under different temperature and humidity
conditions.
After Izzy’s laboratory experiments have been
concluded, Jenna Ridley will be attaching at least
some of the boxes to trees in patches of East
Gippsland wet forest that weren’t destroyed by
the 2020 Black Summer bushfires as part of her
PhD research into greater gliders.
Jenna will be coming to the Shed to give a talk on
her work on 6 October … if all goes to plan!
Wooden Trays for Montessori School
Last year, Trevor Cox made some wooden trays for the
Yass Montessori School.
They have been such a success that the school has
asked if the Shed can make another hundred!
So … here’s the first. A great project to help Trevor
out on … there’s no rush … 10 or so a month will get
us there.

Boules … Bocce … Petanque
“Boules is a collection of throwing or bowling games …”
“Boules, a game of French origin is more like horseshoes and traditionally played in public places on hard soil …”
“Boules (French pronunciation [bul]) is a collective name for a wide ranges of games similar to bowls …”
“Bocce is a bowling game in which the balls are rolled in an underarm fashion …”
“Bocce, the Italian game, is similar to bowling and is played on a flat lawn or on an earth-floored court …”
“Bocce (in French: jeu or jeux; in Italian gioco or giochi) in which the objective is to throw or roll heavy balls (called
boules in France and bocce in Italy) as close as possible to a small target ball, called the jack in English … “
“explained in simple terms is that petanque is boules, even though it is wrong … you see, boule is a French word
meaning ‘balls’ … “
“the players balls in petanque are differentiated with grooves indented in the balls. Bocce. Balls are also larger and
heavier with a diameter of 100mm + … “
Hmmm … a fair bit to chew on there!

Shed Hero Keith Chappell has (with some help) created
a boules / bocce / petanque court which we can’t wait
to muss up with rounds of well bowled / thrown shot
… balls … boules ???
Anyway, the first match, and perhaps many after,
should provide ample entertainment, if only in robust
discussion over what on earth the game is called!
To help players get through the no doubt challenging
and gruelling bouts of whatever the game is called,
Keith has made a couple of boule / ball / shot pickeruppers / carriers / …..
Can’t wait for the Shed to re-open to lay down the
challenge!
Keith Chappell’s boule / ball / shot picker-uppers /
carriers / → ….. note the bowls (?) are differentiated
with indented grooves … Now that should start an
argument!

New Used Table Saw

The Shed has acquired a new used table saw, which
after a little maintenance will be a significant upgrade
on the existing saw.
Guess who gets to do the upgrade?
Give up?
Roger of course (with help from Allan Carey and Trevor
Cox of course.

Thicknesser Cutters Damaged
Soon after the Shed acquired the new thicknesser (following a generous donation from the Yass Soldiers Club),
someone must have fed a piece of timber with a nail, or embedded stone or other contamination that resulted in
damage to a number of the thicknesser’s cutters. This may have happened more than once, as timber fed through
the thicknesser now comes out with two or three ridges, corresponding to nicked/damaged cutters.

Roger Holgate (Workshop Manager), Trevor Cox and Clarrie Schlunke inspecting the thicknesser cutters
Ryobi 48 Volt, Zero Turn Ride on Mower
Grant Johnston and Wayne Stuart drove to Goulburn Bunnings on 8 July to take delivery of our sparkling new Ryobi
Zero Turn, Battery powered, Ride on Mower. We got it back to the Yass Valley Men’s Shed where a couple of
members quickly unloaded it and got it operating. All operators who tried it gave it very high marks for quietness,
efficiency, power, cutting capability and comfort. The BIG vote of support it should get is that it will completely
remove any need for us to purchase or use global warming fossil fuel to run it as our solar panels will provide all the
battery charging electricity that we require!

Unloading the beast

Getting acquainted

Having a red hot go

A note has been sent to Kristy McBain MP (Member for Eden Monaro) thanking her for her key role in assessing and
recommending our Grant Application which provided us the full purchase price for this machine (after we had
negotiated the price down a bit).
A notice has been affixed to the mower advising all observers of the funding support of the Australian Government
and our local member. The Grant has been acquitted – so all we have to do now is have fun (and, perhaps, build a
shed in which to securely garage the beast).
How Canberra came to love and recognise the Yass Valley Men’s Shed (Submitted by Wayne Stuart)
It is amazing (and sometimes irritating) to have a mind that works laterally and goes seeking associations.
I was driving down Northbourne Avenue recently and saw “my” tram – ie, the one with 006 on its cabin (my YVMS
Membership Number).
It then occurred to me that Canberra is OBVIOUSLY celebrating the Yass Valley Men’s Shed by allocating numbers to
its trams that recognise and celebrate our early membership phalanx. I think this is very generous and caring of the
ACT Government and citizens and we need to acknowledge it.
Currently Canberra has 14 trams and they recognise and celebrate the following Shed members:
001 – Viv Grey ⴕRIP
004 – Rod Therkelsen

002 – David Hale ⴕRIP
005 – Paul Haslam ⴕRIP

003 – Roger Holgate
006 – Wayne Stuart

007 – Ray Armour
010 – Allan Carey
013 – Tim Holmes

008 – Clarrie Schlunke
011 – Reg Moebus
014 – Allan McGrath

009 – Donald Hoffmann ⴕRIP
012 – Jack Schenning ⴕRIP

Additional info: I went into Canberra recently and while driving down Northbourne and then back up on the way
home, I saw the Holgate, McGrath, Armour, Haslam and Carey trams. This little bit of sport makes the trip to
Canberra so much more entertaining and worthwhile. ws

Membership News
The 2021/22 Membership Year has now commenced and our commencing membership stands at 89 current
financial members.
If you have missed the end of July payment deadline, do not despair, we need and want your money. Briefly, there
are two ways:
1. Pay your $25.00 to a member of the Committee or leave an envelope suitably marked with your name and
purpose of the payment in the letterbox; or
2. Transfer $25 by EFT to the Shed Membership Account: BSB: 032 771; A/C No: 209167.

Birthdays, around about now and looking forward about a month
22/7 Ian Bluett; 27/7 Aaron Chatfield; 28/7 John Woodin; 1/8 Brian Wilson, Ross Stirton; 2/8 Graeme
Walmsley; 4/8 Reg Moebus;
6/8 Peter Bernasconi, Derrick Mason; 10/8 Alex Tewes, Col Nelson; 11/8 Mike Poulton; 12/8 Warren Hall; 14/8
Garry Reynolds, Ruben Larzabal; 16/8 Peter Davidson; 18/8 Tim Holmes; 19/8 Dennis Grieves; 20/8 Peter
Roberts; 22/8 David Todd, Richard Maxwell; 26/8 Richard Ball; 29/8 Tom Kelly, Greg Boutcher, Graham Pagden.
Happy birthdays, chaps!
Don’t forget our cake policy boys – if it is your birthday, you bring the cake. The upside is you bring one cake each
year and can then enjoy 99 brought by the rest of the membership for a full year until it is your turn again!
Best wishes to you all.

Peter Davidson
President
Yass Valley Men’s Shed
0439 931 579
www.yassmensshed.org.au
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Editorial - Wayne Stuart

HAPPY FATHER’S DAY FOR YESTERDAY TO ELIGIBLE MEMBERS!
Well, Chaps, I suspect you did not expect to hear from me again! Never fear, it will be a much more streamlined and
less regular event. Also, it is a stop gap thing and won’t go on for long.
As you know, Joe Morrissey is Monday Missive Man – and I am very happy to let him get on with it. However, Joe
has done the generous and heroic thing and has put his hand up to help the Nation fight and recover from COVID by
volunteering his Medical Professional experience and skills in response to the call for retired medical professionals to
help out while COVID has depleted the medical workforce.
We wish you well Joe and stand in awe of your generosity and bravery – please do your best to stay safe.
This “YVMS Matters” newsletter will be a much smaller and stripped down version of the Missive and is intended,
simply, to keep members informed and to let them know when the Shed might be “back to normal” again.

While the Shed remains closed, there is little news being generated in the Shed. However, I expect there m
news about the Shed or stories about Shed members you might like to share. So, if you have anything to co
please help me out and email me: waynestuart1946@gmail.com .
ws

0419 292 022

Shed re-opening
The Committee is keeping a close eye on any news about re-opening. I think the Committee is pretty confused by
the 70% and 80% targets currently in the news every day. Our situation is a tad clearer, I suggest. We did a survey
of regularly attending members in July (ie, all those who have attended at least once in the first half of 2021) with a
view to reopening at the end of August when our fully vaccinated regulars would have exceeded 70% (“in a canter”
to quote SCOMO). Our vaccination status (of those regularly attending members) by the end of September will be
92% and by the end of October will be very close to 100%.
So: “ready when you are Gladys!”
As soon as we have a date you will be the FIRST to hear!
Upcoming events, once we reopen
There will be a major Shed Re-opening celebration when we get the green light. It WILL be done in full compliance
with rules and requirements in place at the time. The Committee is planning a day of excitement and “freedom”
(probably a Saturday) kicking off with a BBQ starting around 12.30pm and followed by an afternoon of you doing
what you like – but there will also be some “entertainment” planned by Keith Chappell – which might include music,
poetry, magic, cards, juggling, cake and anything else you might like to suggest – however, remember our motto: “If
you have a good idea, let us know how you get on”.
Here is a note I have had from Keith Chappell (Shed Events and Celebrations Secretary, Yass (SECSY – pronounce it
how you prefer) in answer to my request for info on the current state of planning:
Hi Wayne,
After a flurry of activity when re-opening appeared imminent, nothing much has happened but my plans
only take 5 mins to arrange,

Present position is:
You have booked yourself, Grant and Allan (any others?)
I have booked self, Paul and spoken to Roger.
Haven’t spoken to David or Rod.
Learning the rules of Bocce. Keeping the pitch weed free.
Negotiating with “Edna and the Overstressed G Strings” for a tasteful burlesque act but they are locked
down in Coober Pedy at the moment so not looking good,
BBQ and other food is in another court
I don’t foresee a date in the near future.
Anything else need attention?
Keith

Shed activity update – even during lockdown
In the past few weeks Clarrie, Allan and Roger have attended the Community Markets a couple of times with some
degree of success (before they, too, were closed down). Here is part of a Rotary Yass Markets promotion that
appeared on Facebook recently:
“The Yass Men’s Shed have been at the market since 2017 creating a magnificent range of timber products - all from
recycled timbers. You’ll find everything from tongs, honey spoons, cutting boards, and a vast range of individual
creations. Well done men!”

Nest Boxes 2.0. (Info received from Peter Davidson): “I know it looks a bit
shambolic (Peter in his workshop→) - working out dimensions for a new
Greater Glider nest box design - for ANU researchers, Greening Australia
and World Wildlife Fund.
ANU have asked whether we could make 90 more nest boxes for them - for
a suitable donation. Only one design this time, instead of 4.
I have not said yes to that task at this stage, and am exploring whether the
Men’s Sheds at Hall and Kaleen might want to help.
If we do take this on, we would make the boxes in batches so as to not take
up too much room in the Shed. Are any YVMS members keen to help (after
we re-open)?”

General News etc
Message from Roger Holgate – Workshop Manager. “Not a good thing for us to be in lockdown mode once more but
it seems the responsible thing to do in regards protecting our members.
Lockdown has given a few of us a chance to catch up on a bit of time consuming maintenance including inspecting
the thicknesser cutters and making a decision on whether or not to turn them at this stage. The small square cutters
have four sides and with a bit of care as to what is put through the machine we should be able to look towards 10
years without replacement, currently costing about $800. So the message is there, please take care of what timber
is put through and ask if in any doubt.
A recent gift of tools etc. has been sorted, saw blades sharpened, an attempt is being made to clear up some of the
bench clutter, some slight adjustments to gouge sharpening etc. etc. the job is almost endless.
An offer of a heavy table saw has been hard to refuse but it has taken some time and thought to remedy a few issues
which we have, hopefully, fairly much gotten our heads around. Thanks to Trevor, Clarrie, Allan and Peter for their
input, also to David Lynne who has made up a couple of spare blade adaptor bushes. We have also worked out a
couple of mods on our current table saw to overcome a couple of functions previously seemingly not possible. This
will allow us to dispose of our Triton 2000 saw bench and the small saw bench in Trevor’s hideout.
When we get back to normal time has come for another walk around the workshop to point out just what we have,
where it is kept and explain a few issues which crop up with use and maintenance.

In the meantime keep your chins up and keep in touch with one another, a little phone call or socially distant chat
here and there works wonders.
Roger.”
Members News
John McClung recently lost his wife of many years, Barb. Yass folk will certainly know her voice if you listened to
YassFM’s “Yes, Yass it’s Saturday” program on Saturday mornings. John and Barb interviewed lots of members over
the years and kept us in front of the public – for which we have been very grateful.
Peter Davidson sent a note of condolence to John on behalf of all members and he received this note in reply:

“Hi Peter,
On behalf of our family and myself, I extend our appreciation for your email conveying the Yass Valley Men's
Shed condolences on the recent loss of my Dear wife, mother and grandmother, Barbara.

I was in fact, one of the original members, who attended the ceremonial opening and coughed through the
indigenous smoking ceremony. What a great organisation you have become.
Barbara and I promoted and interviewed numerous members over those early years. I recall phoning Wayne
Stuart one evening, only to wake him up shortly after midnight in London.
My wholehearted thanks for your email - it all helps at a time like this.
Regards,
John McClung.
23/08/21”
Ken Reidy, Ron McMullen, Clarrie Schlunke and Bob Nash all have had recent “events” which, thankfully, they are
recovering from. We wish you well chaps.
Joke (sort of relevant for Father’s Day):
Dear Dad, $chool i$ really great. I am making lot$ of friend$ and $tudying very hard. With all my $tuff, I $imply can’t
think of anything I need, $o if you would like, you can ju$t $end me a card, a$ I would love to hear from you. Love,
Your $on
Dear Son, I kNOw that astroNOmy, ecoNOmics, and oceaNOgraphy are eNOugh to keep even an hoNOr student
busy. Do NOt forget that the pursuit of kNOwledge is a NOble task, and you can never study eNOugh. Love, Dad

27 September 2021
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Editorial - Wayne Stuart

Chaps, will this lockdown never end?
The GOOD news is that by the end of September, based on the survey we did at the end of July, our
regularly attending members will be over 90 fully vaccinated. I actually have no doubt that with the
increasingly better availability of vaccines and the increasing take up, our regular members might ALL (ie
100%) be fully (ie 100%) vaccinated by mid October!
There are (only) two things that are annoying me at present:
1. This never-ending COVID lockdown; and
2. The sun getting up much earlier these days resulting in:
•
•
•

Shrikes shrieking in the shrubbery
Barnaby Birds bonking in the bushes
Snipes snogging in the snapdragons

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finches frolicking in the fernery
Pheasants fooling around in the photinea
Galahs ganging up in the gum trees
Parrots pontificating in the poinsettias
Cockatoos canoodling in the crab-apples
Magpies misbehaving in the magnolias
Warblers wabbiting-on in the wattles
Cockatoos carousing in the Kurrajongs
Mynors multiplying in the myrtle

And worst of all
• Koels carolling in the Coolabahs https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/koelnoise/video/a1ada7b42fd6dd9eec6f69158fd6fd41 (There is one not too far from my bedroom window as it
happens! The only upside with this bird is that it calls all through the night but seems to stop when the sun
comes up.)
Roll on Daylight Saving next Sunday 3 October – so I can sleep in!!
While the Shed remains closed, there is little news being generated in the Shed. However, I expect
there might be news about the Shed or stories about Shed members you might like to share. So, if
you have anything to contribute, please help me out and email me: waynestuart1946@gmail.com .
ws

0419 292 022

Note From Peter Davidson – YVMS President
Yass Valley Men's Shed members are a resilient lot - by and large. Through this lockdown, many have been occupied
with home and workshop projects and have found different ways to keep in touch with family and each
other. However, we know this recent lockdown has been tough for some, especially those who live on their own.
We are really looking forward Covid-19 restrictions being lifted, so we can re-open the Shed. However, recent news
of 17 Covid-19 cases in the Yass Valley LGA may mean that the stay-at-home rules may continue to apply for a while
yet.
When we do re-open, obviously we will do so in accordance with NSW Health orders and advice. Happily, by the
time we re-open, over 90% of our members will be fully vaccinated, making it more likely we can operate reasonably
normally - but still with QR code check-in and signing the attendance book, masks, hand sanitising and social
distancing.
We are planning to celebrate our re-opening with a BBQ, music and a boules tournament!
In the meantime, enjoy this spring - even if some mornings are still a bit frosty and foggy! Our garden is bursting
with flowers, new leaves and birds (migrating silvereyes and yellow-faced honeyeaters returning; crimson rosellas,
and even a wood duck inspecting our chimneys for nesting hollow possibilities; even a satin bowerbird!). The rivers
and streams are flowing and the pastures (and weeds!) are jumping out of the (rather boggy) ground ... mowers are
back in harness!
While Joe Morissey is contributing to the ACT's Covid response surge, Wayne Stuart has stepped up to produce a
more frequent "Missive", which will provide an outlet for members' news - we hope you enjoy. Well done, Wayne your enthusiasm for the Shed and support for all our members is inspiring and much appreciated.
Please provide Wayne with photos and tales, jokes, recipes and anything that might help future "Missives" lighten
our load!

Of course, sing out if you need assistance with something, or just make contact - we are all in this together!
All the best
Peter Davidson
President
And one from Roger Holgate – Workshop Manager
How is everyone enjoying lock down? I hope you have all been able to keep your minds and bodies busy.
I have managed to have a little bit of surprised success although the money isn’t yet in the bank so we will not get
over excited just yet.
Some of you will be familiar with a box of Festool Domino timber joining biscuits which we acquired some time back
from a deceased member, there are some 600 of these in the box and cost in the vicinity of $38 per 100 to buy, not
worth the shed keeping as the tooling to install them is around $1500, so not a proposition for the shed I think, just
too much of a speciality product.
I advertised these on “Buy Swap and Sell” shortly after lockdown for $20 per 100 and have just had a reply from a
gentleman who would like to take 200 which he would like to pick up as soon as he is allowed to travel. Fingers
crossed, but I felt these were just too valuable to throw away. Lets hold our breath.
When we get back to the shed there are a lot of tools and bits and pieces in the entry room which I have put aside
and they can be cleaned up and repaired etc. for sale, and in some cases maybe discarded. This could be a nice little
project for a few members in preparation for a hopeful garage sale in the near future.
Looking forward to hopefully seeing you all back at the Shed before too much longer, take care in the meantime and
look after yourselves.
Roger.

Yass Valley LGA COVID UPDATE – courtesy Joe Morrissey and Roger Holgate
At the local Community Consultative Committee on Tuesday members were given details of what happens after a
positive test. In essence, the person is monitored at home using virtual health methods. That includes technology in
the home as well as daily contact by the virtual health team, usually senior registered nurses. If there is a
deterioration in the person's health the next step is transfer to Goulburn. Goulburn hospital has all the facilities to
treat a patient with Covid-19 infection, including Intensive Care and ventilation. Yass hospital does not have the
design features nor the high level of facilities needed. This is no reflection on the Yass hospital, rather an indication
of the level of service needed with a seriously ill patient."
SNSWLHD case summary 22 September
There were 5 new cases reported in Southern NSW to 8pm last night:
• 2 new cases are in Queanbeyan – both are linked to known cases.
• 1 new case is in Batemans Bay – it is linked to known cases.
• 1 new case is in in Yass – it is linked to known cases.
• 1 new case is in the Murrumbateman and is linked to a known case.
Joe.
From inquiries and investigations, it seems that we might have around 19 actual infections in the LGA – but
remember, that includes other villages (eg Murrumbateman etc).

While on this subject, Roger Holgate sent me this important end useful info this week – thanks vm, Rog:
I have just discovered the post below put up today by Kristy McBain. I did believe that if you went to Canberra for
any reason you had to stay home for 14 days. Apparently not if you go for just a medical and follow the instructions
below.
Kristy McBain
Great news - There were NO NEW CASES in the entire Eden-Monaro electorate to 8pm last night (23,
September Ed).
However, there were three new cases in nearby Goulburn and positive fragments in the sewage in
Jindabyne, so please keep getting tested.
My office has also received a lot of questions about whether you need to stay at home for 14 days if you
travel to a locked down LGA solely for medical appointments. The answer is no.
If you leave your LGA and travel directly to your medical appointment and back without stopping anywhere
else, then you DO NOT need to stay at home for 14 days when you return.
This means you CAN travel to Canberra for an appointment and when you return home you simply follow
the lockdown rules relevant to your LGA.
Roger.
Shed activity update – even during lockdown
This info is mostly about what Members have been doing at home, with one or two entries about things still
happening at the Shed.
This is what Peter Davidson has been doing under lockdown:

Gardening and paying attention…

Waylaying an unsuspecting member “exercising”(!!) ↑ on his electric bike

On Sunday, Judith & I walked out along the old railway line to Yass Junction - happening to coincide with the XPT
from Sydney & train from Griffith - very exciting! ... well, something different!
A bit of early spring snake trampling - or nearly - Judith spotted the very large brown coiled up in the longish grass
between the tracks before she stepped on it - a real beauty, pity I didn't take photos of it. Judith's not particularly
keen (well, that's an understatement!) on our national serpent fauna. We left the snake undisturbed and continued
from the station, walking back home via Cooks Hill Road. Enjoyed seeing the countryside and Mt Bowning from a
different perspective.
Pete
Home Project undertaken by Keith Chappell

“This has kept me occupied for the past week or so with help from Paul during
the erection stages.
The floor may take a while till I can get to Bunnings- it will be 19mm ply with
synthetic grass on it, and castors underneath so we can spin it to catch the sun
or shade and avoid the wind.
Cheers, Keith”
(Editor’s Note: For a minute there when this one arrived, I got all excited
thinking Keith had built a Grandstand for the Keith Chappell Memorial Boules
Court at the Shed – curses, hope dashed again)
Allan McGrath has been very busy at home and abroad with his finger in many pies:

Postmaster (guess who?) despatching the
mail from the highest township in Australia
1963.

Photo taken in 1854 (approx. – according
to the Mitchell Library) probably from just
near the cemetery

Then, out of the dark and off to the Shed to
mow some of the grass – where does this
bloke get his energy?

Our garden not looking too bad now I have raked and swept and mown and weeded.. some benefits in this
lockdown
AMcG

Len McGuigan has been hard at it in the kitchen – this is his latest masterpiece:
Two recipes with Shed connections.
Apple filled Pumpkin
• Cut the top off Pumpkin about a quarter down from the top,
• Scoop out the seeds sprinkle inside with salt and pepper, place a tablespoon of Joe's honey and a tablespoon of
butter inside bake at 190c until soft.
• In a saucepan fry chopped apple, chopped onion, chopped ham or bacon in butter or oil until apple has
softened, spoon mixture into Pumpkin and bake until tender.

Serve hot.
A nice side dish to serve with it
Broccoli or Asparagus sprinkled with either Mandarin & Mint Dressing, or Pomegranate Molasses. (Tyme to Taste
sells these types of dressings. )
This next one is from one of the books R2 gave Pat & me. Have not tried it have been told it is very nice.
Elvis Presley's fried peanut butter and banana sandwich.
• 1 small ripe banana
• 2 slices white bread
• 2 scant tablespoons smooth peanut butter
• 2 tablespoons butter

•
•
•

Mash the banana, lightly toast the bread, spread the peanut butter on one slice and the banana on the other
Sandwich together then fry in butter turning once until golden brown
Cut on the diagonal and eat.

(at the risk of offending their friends, I am not surprised, now, that both R2 and Elvis “have left the building”! Ed)
Len
If you can Guess who this↓ is, Peter Davidson will shout you a beer at the Clubhouse Hotel after our Shed morning
session on the first Tuesday back after lockdown – sorry Peter, you are not eligible to enter!
What a pain this lock down has been and is.
At least this person ← --------------- has been busy with gardening, tidying up, also doing 1000
piece jigsaws which were passed on to us by one certain friend and one certain daughter,
torments they are but we couldn’t be beaten.
1953 school
photo.

Outings seem to have been limited to shopping for necessities and attending personal
appointments including Covid Vaccs

Membership status
Memberships are not moving too much (for obvious reasons). However, a couple more blokes have paid their dues
– so we now have 94 current members in our membership list.
Birthdays 24/9: Peter Miller, Brian O’Connor; 4/10: Ian Lumsden; 7/10: James Forgie; 12/10: Norm
Leaney; 18/10: Daniel Anderson; 19/10: Alan Tindale; 21/10 Mark Bosma.
Statistics – just to prove statistics CAN be fun, entertaining AND interesting
•
•
•
•

I filled my car (diesel) last on 1 September – ie 26 days ago.
Since then, I have managed to drive 136km
I have , therefore, driven an average of 5.2km per day – less than a round trip to the Shed from my place!!
According to the Hyundai’s trip computer, I still have 567kms left in the tank – that means I will not need to
fill up again for another 109 days – ie 14 January 2022!!

Joke (NONE of our members would fail this interview):

Wayne Stuart
0419 292 022
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Editorial - Wayne Stuart
Well, anyone who missed, either on purpose or accidentally, our re-opening EXTRAVAGANZA last Saturday needs to
book into Dr Burn for a head reading! You missed a great day – more below.
There are a couple of upcoming working bees in the near future – tomorrow there will be movement and action on
the Bob Nash Terrace project, on Saturday there will be a bush tucker garden planting event and at a time to be
announced, there will be a troop of members heading out to Graeme Fountain’s place on Fairy Hole Road to help
him get his grounds into order. Graeme has not been well and with the mad growing going on it has all got away
from him a bit. Jack Child will keep us informed as this plan develops.

Now that the Shed is open again, please remember that we are still required to take all care and precaution
open and to protect our members and families from COVID. Please observe all Shed COVID safe rules. If yo
to contribute to these newsletters, please help me out and email me: waynestuart1946@gmail.com .
ws

0419 292 022

President’s Note
Great to see Members back at the Shed and getting into it. The grass has been whipped into shape (in spite of the
boggy ground; thanks Grant Johnston & Tony Warren), the gardens tidied to perfection (thanks Allan McGrath, Bruce
Skillen & Chris Smith), the workshops buzzing (including making trays for Montessori - thanks Trevor Cox & Allan
Carey) & the bikkie jars replenished & carpet vacuumed (thanks Wayne Stuart).
The gala opening was a fun day and a real treat - thanks especially to Joe Morissey, Wayne Stuart, our fantabulous
musicians & poets Keith Chappell, Rod Perceval, Paul Karamaroudis, Roger Holgate, Paul O’Keefe, Chris Smith &
Wayne Stuart. All topped off with a boules championship, the outcome of which is much disputed.
Bob Nash terrace: hoping to concrete post footings and steps tomorrow - weather permitting.
ANU has asked us to make 120 Greater Glider nest boxes to deploy in bushfire affected habitats in East Gippsland
and SE NSW. We are partnering with the Hall Men’s Shed to produce as many as we can, hopefully starting this
week - depending on materials supply and Covid restrictions. All hands welcome!
What a great Shed!
Or words to that effect.
Pete
The YVMS Shed GALAH Re-opening Event

Joe Morrissey cooking up a storm

Elvis Perceval taking us back to the 60s

Jerry Lee Holgate providing members with some singing practice

Peter Davidson playing the Bass!

Paul Karamaroudis singing “Nobody loves you when you’re down and
out” accompanied by Keith Chappell

Da Boyz channelling Zorba

Keith and Paul doing a very memorable version of “Old Shep”

Wayne Stuart reciting his “SCOMO didn’t want to know” poem
based on Banjo’s “Clancy of the Overflow”

This was SO good, Chaps, that I will make it my business to see if we can do it again on the last Saturday in November
with another BBQ and concert. Hopefully a couple of performers who couldn’t make it this time because they are

awaiting their second COVID jabs (Allan McGrath and Grant Johnston) might grace us with their talents. Anyone who
reckons they could improve our joie de vivre by giving a performance will be most welcome!

Bush Tucker Garden planting event next Saturday
Aaron our Bush Tucker guru and Ngunnawal man
had planned to come to the Shed last Saturday with
more bush tucker plants to install in the
garden. Unfortunately, he was unable to make it,
but will be there next Saturday (16/10) for a bit of a
Bush Tucker Garden Working Bee,
Anyone interested in such things – and believe me –
Aaron and his expertise is EXTREMELY interesting should come along for a very worthwhile
experience.
This → is the latest drone photo taken on Monday 4
October. Many thanks to Greg at GS Aerial. We are
building quite a time lapse library of this garden now
which future historians will find riveting, I am sure!

How to inadvertently become part of history – as told by Graham Pagden (with thanks to the Yass Rotary COG
Magazine)

Membership News
New member Fred Clark signed up recently – please make him welcome when you see him. Membership now
stands at 97.
Clarrie Schlunke is currently in Macquarie University Hospital having a tricky heart valve operation. I have this info
second hand, so it may not be 100% correct. As you know, I am much better at talking than listening.
Ken Reidy tells me he is “slowly improving – but too bloody slowly!”
Birthdays: 12/10: Norm Leaney; 18/10: Daniel Anderson; 19/10: Alan Tindale; 21/10 Mark
Bosma; 22/10: Dennis Wicklander; 23/10 Al Phemister; 24/10: Wayne Stuart; 25/10: Gordon
Denne; 26/10: David Coonan; 29/10: Warren Dickson & Zac Croker.

Wayne Stuart
0419 292 022
Identity Challenge
Remember this one from the 27 September Newsletter when Peter D offered to shout a beer to the first member to
guess the identity?
What a pain this lock down has been and is.
At least this person ← --------------- has been busy with gardening, tidying up, also doing 1000
piece jigsaws which were passed on to us by one certain friend and one certain daughter,
torments they are but we couldn’t be beaten.
1953 school
photo.

Outings seem to have been limited to shopping for necessities and attending personal
appointments including Covid Vaccs

Alf Atkin was the first to recognise Roger Holgate from back in the day when he was tall and handsome (just ask
Marje!) He’s still tall! I have it on good authority that Alf has not been able to find Peter Davidson….
Well, here is another one
Same rules and conditions.
First member to identify the cheeky little bloke, who has obviously absconded with his father’s
(early model) Toyota Troopie, will also get a beer from Peter – if you can find him! Give it a go.
Rules prevent you sending me the current full membership register as your guess.

YVMS ongoing Projects
Creative Gunning is an outlet for interesting items for sale in Yass Street Gunning (in the foyer of the old picture
theatre a couple of doors back from Baileys Garage). This is proving to be a very good money spinner for the Shed and
some members as well. If you would like some of your wares to be included (either ones you have made for the Shed
at the Shed using Shed resources) to sell, or things you have made at home for private sale (which will further enhance
the reputation for skills in our Shed), talk to Roger Holgate or Allen Carey.

Bottles and cans recycling at Woolies
This is also proving a good little earner for us – although is currently on hold in the Lockdown. So far by my estimation,
we have managed to earn well over $1,000 thanks to Allan Carey who has decided to do the depositing for us. In recent
times he has been joined by Peter Davidson, Tony Warren and other members who seem to have “caught the bug” If
anyone else would like to lighten Allan’s load, please lend a hand.

Membership News
At the time of publication, Shed membership stands at 92 financial members. Since the last Messenger (1 May 2021),
we have had 3 new members join our ranks: Jeremy Sullivan, Brent Coombes and Fred Clark. Seek them out, make
them welcome and tell them your best stories about yourself to keep them interested!
And, very best wishes to Clarrie Schlunke, Ken Reidy, Brian Millett, Graeme Fountain and all members who are
currently not too well or who are recovering.
The Yass Valley Men’s Shed is very grateful for the generous support of the following entities (in alphabetical order):
BarkerHarle (Consulting Engineers); Chris Beck Tree Removal; Bunnings (Belconnen); Dreamtime Connections;
Goodradigbee Bookkeeping; KidsBlitz (aka Allan McGrath); the Lansdowne Foundation; Millers Pharmacy, Yass;
Minister Katrina Hodgkinson, (former State Member for Burrinjuck); Pollack Concreting Services; Priceline Pharmacy
Yass; Scorgie Earthmoving; Southern Cable Services; Steve Bugden Plumbing; Supa IGA (Yass); Touie Smith Jnr;
Yass Concrite; Yass & District Printing; Yass Fire Brigade; YassFM; Yass Freemasons; Yass Lions Club; Yass Outdoor
Power Centre; Yass Rotary Club; Yass Valley Council; Yass Valley First Aid Training; Yass Valley Hire; Yass Valley
Physiotherapy; The Yass Valley Times; Woolworths (Yass).
Please let me know if you think the list is missing an important sponsor/supporter.
For information on Shed Opening Times, regular events and contacts: please click on this link
http://www.yassmensshed.org.au/
Download a Membership Form if you know someone who would like to join our Shed.
Click on this link http://yassmensshed.org.au/wp-content/uploads/YVMS-Membership-Application-Form.pdf
and print the form for them.
If you want to see previous editions of the Messenger, you can find them all on the YVMS Website at this address
(just click on it): http://yassmensshed.org.au/newsletter-archive - go back and dig up some YVMS archaeology.

Wayne Stuart

0419 292 022

